Recovering Latent Time-Series from their Observed Sums:
Network Tomography with Particle Filters.
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ABSTRACT
Hidden variables, evolving over time, appear in multiple settings, where it is valuable to recover them, typically from observed sums. Our driving application is ’network tomography’, where we need to estimate the origin-destination (OD)
traffic flows to determine, e.g., who is communicating with
whom in a local area network. This information allows network engineers and managers to solve problems in design,
routing, configuration debugging, monitoring and pricing.
Unfortunately the direct measurement of the OD traffic is
usually difficult, or even impossible; instead, we can easily
measure the loads on every link, that is, sums of desirable
OD flows.
In this paper we propose i-FILTER, a method to solve
this problem, which improves the state-of-the-art by (a) introducing explicit time dependence, and by (b) using realistic, non-Gaussian marginals in the statistical models for
the traffic flows, as never attempted before. We give experiments on real data, where i-FILTER scales linearly with new
observations and out-performs the best existing solutions, in
a wide variety of settings. Specifically, on real network traffic measured at CMU, and at AT&T, i-FILTER reduced the
estimation errors between 15% and 46% in all cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge about the origin-destination (OD) traffic matrix allows network engineers and managers to solve problems in design, routing, configuration debugging, monitoring
and pricing; in fact the OD traffic matrix provides valuable
information about who is communicating with whom in a
network, at any given time. Unfortunately the direct measurement of the OD traffic is usually difficult, or even infeasible, in real networks. The direction of current research is
to develop methods to infer the OD traffic flows from observed traffic loads on the links of the network, however the
methods that have been proposed so far seem not to fully
take advantage of two of the main empirically observed features of network traffic; namely its very skewed marginal
distribution, and its time dependent nature.

Figure 1: Estimation error in `2 distance.
In this paper we present i-FILTER, an intelligent filtering
method which improves the models present in the literature
by introducing two realistic assumptions:
• the successful log-Normal distribution provides a realistic model for the marginal OD traffic flows,
• time dependence between successive flows on a same
OD route narrows the variability of the estimates.

i-FILTER uses a two-stage estimation procedure: estimates
the pattern of time-dependencies, and eventually uses it to
gain in precision.
• the learning algorithm is linear in the number of epochs
times the number of OD flows that need be recovered,
• the learning algorithm (particle filter) estimates the
parameters of our Bayesian dynamical system and the
OD traffic flows with one pass over the data, using few
high-quality particles.
In our experiments, using the best log-Normal model reduced the estimation error of previously proposed methods by 35%, and the introduction of explicit stochastic dynamical behavior reduced the estimation error up to 46%.
The magnitude of the improvements entailed by the simple ideas we propose goes far beyond that of state-of-the-art
re-sampling schemes that could be used to refine any given
set of estimates. Further a stochastic dynamical behavior
played an essential role in our models; it served as the right
channel where to introduce prior information about the OD
flows, gained in stage-one of our procedure.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the problem and the relevant issues in more detail.
Section 3 surveys the relevant literature. Section 4 describes
our proposed methodology. Section 5 reports the results
of our experiments on real data. Section 6 discusses our
main findings and their relevance towards our solution to the
problem, and Section 7 concludes with some final remarks
and future research directions.

2.

PROBLEM - BACKGROUND

In this paper we write M for matrices, v(t) for column
vectors at time t, and v(i, t) for their generic component i.
T
`
κ
A
Y
X
Λ
φ
θ
π(θ)

Number of time points.
Number of observable link loads.
Number of non-observable OD flows.
(` × κ) fixed routing matrix.
(` × T ) matrix of link loads.
(κ × T ) matrix of OD flows.
(κ × T ) matrix of means of X |Λ, φ.
(1 × T ) vector of scale factors for X |Λ, φ.
Generic vector of hyper-parameters.
Generic prior distribution.
Table 1: Summary of symbols.

We begin by defining the problem, introducing the relevant issues, and discussing related works.

2.1 The Problem and its Facets
In a formulation of the problem we want to solve there
are several time series which we would like to estimate, but
which we cannot observe, say, a vector of traffic flows x(t)
over times t = 1, ..., T . However, we are able to observe
linear combinations of these traffic flows, the vector of link
loads y(t) over times t = 1, ..., T , and we know which components of x(t) mix into each of the components y(i, t) at each
time t trough the routing matrix A, that does not change
over time. This problem can be decomposed in three subproblems, which we now define.

Problem 1. (Network Tomography) Given the matrix of
link loads Y(`×T ) and a routing matrix A(`×κ) , we want to
find the matrix of non-observable OD traffic flows X (κ×T )
such that Y = A · X . Always κ > `.
For example, the linear equations that correspond to the
routing scheme of the star network in figure 2 below are:
3
2
3 x(1, t)
3 2
2
1 1 0 0 6
y(1, t)
7
4 y(2, t) 5 = 4 0 0 1 1 5 6 x(2, t) 7
(1)
4 x(3, t) 5
1 0 1 0
y(3, t)
x(4, t)
y(1, t) measures the traffic load on the link from node 1 to
the router and captures both the OD flow from node 1 to
node 2, x(2, t), and the OD flow from node 1 to itself, x(1, t).
y(3, t) measures the traffic load on the link from the router
to node 1 and captures both the OD flow from node 2 to
node 1, x(3, t), and the OD flow from node 1 to itself, x(1, t).























































































































































Figure 2: Two subnetworks connect to a router in a
small star network. We observe the link loads (solid blue
arrows), and want to infer the hidden OD flows (dashed
red arrows).

In the example above we want to estimate four (κ) unobservable quantities starting from three (`) independent
observations1 . The system is under-specified, κ > `, hence
some extra information is needed in order to identify one
single solution.
Problem 2. (Prejudices) Choose a set of additional constraints to be imposed on X (κ×T ) in order to make the ”network tomography” problem exactly determined.
The likelihood of the data entailed by a statistical model
provides us with a natural criterion to discern ”likely” solutions from unreasonable ones. Following this idea we model
the unobservable quantities x(t) with a joint probability distribution; this induces a probabilistic mapping on the space
of the observations y(t) via equation 1, so that we can compute the likelihood of the observations, and look for traffic
flows that maximize the probability of particular data observations. Unfortunately in time-independent models the
likelihood of y(t) is not necessarily unimodal, even as we assume independent components in x(t), and even as we use
well-behaved functional forms for their distributions. More
information is needed to identify a solution.
At this point there are two main ways to introduce the
extra information we need. In a purely data-driven approach we would augment the data in some way, whereas
in a knowledge-driven approach we would make use of informative priors in a Bayesian setting, with the complication
1

We assume that routers neither generate nor absorb traffic.
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Figure 3: Graphical representations: previous works assume no explicit time dependance (left), whereas the linear
SSM introduces an explicit dynamical behavior (center). Our proposed i-FILTER moves the explicit time dependence
one layer up in the graphical model, thus allowing for the OD flows to be more diverse (right).

in this latter case of defining what we mean by “informative”. Data augmentation can be realized, for example, by
raising the likelihood of the data to a power, as in simulated
annealing, or by borrowing observations from epochs close
in time to the current one to obtain a smoothed average
solution. Alternatively, we can build “informative” priors
based on partial knowledge about the magnitude of the OD
flows, and update using Bayes rule and a “more accurate”
data model.
Problem 3. (Speed) Solve efficiently the ”network tomography” problem, under the ”prejudices” of problem 2.
We offer a novel solution to the ”prejudices” problem,
which satisfies the efficiency requirement of the ”speed” problem. The two-stage estimation procedure at the core of iFILTER corresponds to a non-parametric empirical Bayes
learning strategy, where the observations are used to first
calibrate informative priors, and then to filter the posterior
distributions of the OD flows given the data. Our solution: (1) uses realistic models for the OD flows; (2) takes
advantage of the time dependence of the data while using
the whole history of observations {y(1), ..., y(t)} to estimate
x(t) in a proper Bayesian fashion.

2.2 State-Space Models
To the best of our knowledge dynamical systems have
never been used to solve the ”network tomography” problem2 . Previous works assume independent OD flows across
different epochs. We use dynamical systems, which naturally extend previous approaches by assuming time dependence explicitly.
Definition 1. Gaussian linear state-space models are defined by the set of equations,

x(t) = F · x(t − 1) + e(t)
(2)
t≥1
y(t) = A(`×κ) · x(t) ,
where {e(t)} is an i.i.d. Gaussian process with variancecovariance matrix Q, and F is a known matrix. Further
x(0) ∼ N ormal (m, V ) and independent of e(t) for t ≥ 1.
2
Wei et al. (2002) and others use HMMs to approach a
different problem, also called ”network tomography”.

In figure 3 above we show the graphical representations
for the ”network tomography” problem at subsequent time
points in a static setting, and its natural extension to a dynamic setting, by means of various state-space models (SSM
henceforth). Classical state-space modeling strategies a la
Box and Jenkins would look for the additional constraints
needed to solve problem 2 in a known dynamical behavior suggested by some physical law underlying the specific
problem at hand and from known seasonal patterns in the
traffic, for example the laws of motion in tracking the trajectories of moving objects, or from the presence of strong
cross-correlations among the OD flows. This knowledge
would translate into constraints on F , and Q in the system 2 above, and would serve the critical role of driving the
inferences towards one particular solution.

3. RELATED WORK
3.1 Classical Literature
As we discussed above the ”network tomography” problem is under-specified, and allows for infinite valid solutions.
Fienberg (1968, 1970) studied the geometry of this problem
and identified the (κ − `)-dimensional space of solutions. By
assuming specific marginal probability distributions for the
OD flows we induce a probability map on the the space of
measurements. Vanderbei and Iannone (1994) show that assuming Poisson OD traffic does not yield a necessarily convex probability map, and Vardi (1996) further shows that
solving the likelihood equations may yield local maximum
whereas the actual global maximum is on the boundary, assuming Poisson traffic. Both these works assume a fixed vector of parameters for all epochs. Tebaldi and West (1998)
propose a fully Bayesian framework with non-informative
priors based on Poisson traffic and acknowledge the need
for informative priors, but they do not specify how to obtain them. In fact, using the measurements at time t in order
to estimate the OD flows at the same epoch, flat priors over
the possible amount of traffic yield uniform or multi-modal
posteriors. Their work is important in that they explore
the extent to which it is possible to find a solution at each
epoch without using the information entailed by past or future measurements.

of the skewed distributions follow the characterization given
by Zipf (1932), and its generalizations given by Mandelbrot
(1953) and Bi et al. (2001). In particular Bi et al. show that
the truncated log-Normal distribution is flexible enough to
fit a wide variety of such observed behaviors. We show the
log-log plots for the two data sets we used in figure 6 below.

3.4 Learning State-Space Models
Figure 4: A summary of the models present in the literature in terms of their ability to model relevant features
of real traffic data.

3.2 Recent Approaches
Solutions to the problem in the non-statistical literature
consider a fixed vector of parameters across all epochs as the
favorite solution to overcome the lack of information entailed
by the measurements. For example, a typical solution would
assume traffic flows at different epochs as independent for
each OD route and estimate a fixed vector of parameters by
composing the constraints given by the measurements via
generalized least squares. Similar solutions differ in the way
they compose the constraints given by the measurements at
different epochs; the alternatives include the assumptions
of multivariate Gaussian or multinomial measurements and
the composition is carried out via maximum likelihood or via
Bayes theorem, or else using maximum entropy arguments,
and so on. Economic approaches that explicitly deal with
congestion had also been tried with success. As we noted
above, these solutions all assume an underlying fixed vector
of parameters which governs the OD traffic at all epochs, and
we can express them as solutions of a common minimization
problem (Airoldi 2003, Zhang et al. 2003).
Several of these time-independent solutions have been applied locally in order to get a time-varying solution for the
OD flows, otherwise constant across time. A drawback of
such approaches is that they cannot obtain estimates for the
OD flows corresponding to several measurements. For example, a window of 11 observations would not inform about
the first and last 5 OD flows (≈ 25 mins). A recent approach due to Cao et al. (2000) assumes multivariate Gaussian OD flows, i.i.d. across time. However, they propose
a clever parametrization with several desirable properties
which yields reliable estimates. Further Cao et al. (2001)
show how to estimate OD traffic flows in bigger networks by
solving sub-problems and then composing their solutions.
Medina et al. (2002) compare several methods and survey
the literature. Zhang et al. (2003) propose a gravity model
for the OD traffic, and use Stein’s shrinkage estimator to
refine their estimates.

3.3 Skewed and Bursty Traffic
The log-Normal distribution has never been used to model
the OD traffic flows, however several works support this
distribution for traffic in communication networks and over
the Internet. Empirical studies and theoretical models that
recreate realistic traffic flows from underlying processes consistently come to the conclusion that network traffic flows
are skewed and bursty, see Mandelbrot (1965), Leland et
al. (1993), Coutin and Carmona (1998), Sarvotham et al.
(2001), Wang et al. (2002), and Cao et al. (2002). Most

Ghahramani and Hinton (1996) show how to learn all
the parameters in the system 2, in our case F , Q, m, and
V , by means of the EM algorithm. Higuchi (2001) shows
how a self-organizing system can be built from non-linear
non-Gaussian systems, so that all the relevant parameters
are learned during the filtering process. Gilks and Berzuini
(2001) propose a particle filter that keeps particles diverse.

4. PROPOSED METHOD: i-FILTER
Briefly, i-FILTER uses a two-stage approach to the filtering problem. In the first stage we find preliminary, smooth
estimates for the OD flows, which make a good guess for the
averages of the OD traffic, and in the second stage we refine
these smooth estimates by looking for spikes and bursty periods with one single pass over the data. We model the OD
flows as Bayesian dynamical systems, and we use a EM and
particle filter as learning algorithms3 .
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Figure 5: A non-parametric empirical Bayes approach
to the filtering problem is at the core of i-FILTER.

More specifically, we use the linear Gaussian SSM and related EM steps proposed in Airoldi (2003), which includes
the model in Cao et al. (2000) as a special case, to obtain
smooth estimates of the OD traffic, and we then use these
estimates to calibrate informative priors for the parameters
underlying the dynamic of a non-Gaussian system, in nonparametric empirical Bayes fashion. Eventually the particle
filter makes good use of these priors and of the skewed models, and finds a sequence of better posterior distributions for
the traffic flow on each OD route; we pick their means as
point estimates. Our experiments show i-FILTER achieves
an error 15% to 46.5% smaller than that of state-of-the-art
methods in all cases.

4.1 Models for OD Traffic
In our experiments on Carnegie Mellon origin-destination
traffic we noticed that assuming a fixed relationship between
x(i, t) and x(i, t + 1) is an unrealistic constraint. Our solution is to assume a relationship between the means of the
OD flows λ(i, t) and λ(i, t+1) instead, and to allow for some
error. The SSM yields smooth estimates that capture information about this relationship, which we pass to the next
estimation stage. In fact, we introduce soft constraints on
the average process {λ(t) t ≥ 1} in the form of informative
priors for the parameters underlying its dynamical behavior.
3
An implementation of i-FILTER described in this paper is
available for the open source R environment, on request.

We reduce the number of parameters by merging dynamic
and error terms into a stochastic dynamical behavior. The
marginal models for the OD traffic flows are independent
log-Normals4 . The main objects of interest are then the
posterior distributions P ( x(t) | y(1), ..., y(t) ). In particular
the point estimate for the OD traffic vector at time t is given
by the mean x̂(t) = E( x(t) | y(1), ..., y(t) ).

4.1.1 i-FILTER Static
The static version of i-FILTER considers independent problems at each epoch. Briefly, we are interested in estimating
x̂(t) = E( x(t) | y(t) ) = E( x | y ). To specify the full models
at each time t we write:
 ˛
`
´
x ˛ λ, φ ∼ p λ, φ
(3)
y = A · x,
where p is log-Normal, parametrized so that E( x(i) |λ, φ ) =
λ(i), V ( x(i) |λ, φ ) = φ · λ(i)τ , Cov( x(i), x(j) |λ, φ ) = 0 for
i = 1, ..., κ and i 6= j. Notice that φ is common across OD
flows at each epoch, and that τ is a known scalar, which
we obtain by inspection of Y . The priors for the λ(i) are
log-N ormal (θ1 (i), θ2 (i))5 , for i = 1, ..., κ and independent
for i 6= j. The prior for φ is proportional to a constant, to
1/φ or to 1/φ2 .

4.1.2 i-FILTER Dynamic
This dynamic version of i-FILTER, which yields the best
results, implements the following Bayesian dynamical system:
8
λ(i, t) = (i, t) · λ(i, t − 1), i = 1, ..., κ (4)
>
<
˛
`
´
˛
x(t) λ(t), φ(t) ∼ p λ(t), φ(t)
(5)
>
:
y(t) = A · x(t), t ≥ 1,
(6)

where p is log-Normal, parametrized so that for i = 1, ..., κ
E( x(i, t) |λ(t), φ(t) ) = λ(i, t), V ( x(i, t) |λ(t), φ(t) ) = φ ·
λ(i, t)τ , and Cov( x(i, t), x(j, t) |λ, φ ) = 0 for i 6= j. Notice that φ(t) is common across OD flows at time t, and
that τ is a known scalar, which we obtain by inspection of
Y . The priors for λ(i, 0) are log-N ormal (θ(i, 0), σ)4 , for
i = 1, ..., κ and independent for i 6= j, and for a big number σ that accounts for the uncertainty of the means of OD
flows at time zero. The prior for φ(t) is proportional to a
constant, to 1/φ(t) or to 1/φ(t)2 . The priors for (i, t) are
log-N ormal (θ1 (i, t), θ2 (i, t))4 for i = 1, ..., κ, and independent for i 6= j.

4.1.3 Informative Priors for λ(t)
The crucial question at this point is: how do we calibrate the hyper-parameters underlying the prior distributions of λ(t)? First we obtain a preliminary set of estimates
x̂(t) with the Gaussian linear SSM. Then, in the case of iFILTER static, (θ1 , θ2 ) at each time are set so that mean
and variance of λ correspond to those of x̂(t). Variances
can be made much larger without significant loss of precision. The intuition is that the preliminary estimates indicate
us where OD flows are on average. In the case of i-FILTER
dynamic the intuition is the same, however it is not possible to set priors for λ(t) as the sequence {λ(1), ..., λ(T )} is
going to be determined by λ(0) alone. The solution is then
4

Airoldi (2003) also considers Gamma models.
5
Airoldi (2003) also considers Gamma, Uniform, and truncated Gaussian priors.

to extract from {x̂(1), ..., x̂(T )} information about their local dynamical behavior and use it to calibrate informative
priors for {(t), t ≥ 1}. Technically, we set (i, t) as independent log-Normals; we use the facts that product convolution of log-Normals is log-Normal (equation 4), and that
log-N ormal(θ1 (i, t), θ2 (i, t)) = exp{ N (θ1 (i, t), θ2 (i, t)) } to
solve the convolution problem exactly for (θ1 (i, t), θ2 (i, t)),
for i = 1, ..., κ. In other words, values for (θ1 (t), θ2 (t)) are
computed from (x̂(t), x̂(t − 1)) at each time, and these parameters need not be learned. θ(i, 0) is set to be the average
of corresponding OD flow {x(i, t), t ≥ 1}.
Notice that every two-stage method that finds preliminary estimates and refines them uses {x̂(1), ..., x̂(T )} in the
second stage, in some way. We prefer to translate this information into information about the means of the OD flows
{λ(1), ..., λ(T )}, according to the intuition that preliminary
estimates can identify a smooth version of the OD flows we
are looking for, which make reasonable guesses for their underlying average processes.

4.2 Parameter Estimation
In order to filter the posterior distributions of the origindestination flows and estimate the parameters of the models, i-FILTER implements a slight variation of the sampleresample-move algorithm of Gilks and Berzuini (2001), which
we briefly outline below. For simplicity define v(t) to be the
in the model
at
`vector of all parameters
´
`
´ time t, v(t) :=
x(t), λ(t), (t), φ(t) , and v(0) := λ(0) .
Algorithm 1. Enhanced Particle Filter:

At t = 0 generate N particles { λ̃(i) (0) }N
i=1 using θ(0), σ.
1. Set t = t + 1. Move each particle like so: (a) generate
(i) (t) using (θ1,(i) (t), θ1,(i) (t)), and φ(i) (t); (b) compute λ(i) (t) using the equation 4; (c) generate x(i) (t)
by sampling from equation 5.
2. Resample N new particles from { ṽ(i) (t) }N
i=1 according
to the likelihood, P ( y(t) | ṽ(i) (t) ), they entail.
3. Move the new set of particles according to a MCMC
for ”several steps” to improve their diversity. Go to 1.
For details about the MCMC see Airoldi (2003).

4.3 Scalability and Irreducibility
A recent result in network tomography (see Cao et al.
2001) is that it is possible to reformulate filtering problems
corresponding to complex networks as a sequence of problems corresponding to small, simple networks.
Lemma 1. The complexity of i-FILTER is O( κ · T ).
Proof. We use results by Cao et al. (2001) which imply
that a tomography problem corresponding to a network with
κ origin-destination flows is equivalent to O(κ) tomography
problems, which correspond to disjoint sub-sets of, say, one
to four OD traffic flows in the original problem. This fact
along with the fact that our solution is linear in the number
of time points for which the OD traffic need be filtered,
yields a total complexity of O( κ · T ) for i-FILTER.
Lemma 1 implies if we solve the ”network tomography”
problem for small size networks, we immediately solve it for
arbitrary size networks with comparable estimation errors.
Further the following result holds:
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Figure 6: Left: a log-log plot of the 12100 traffic flows measured at Carnegie-Mellon university suggests that skewed
distributions are appropriate. Right: a log-log plot of the 16 traffic flows measured at AT&T, which we use as a test
bench for our models. i-FILTER yields the best performance when based on the successful log-Normal distribution.
Lemma 2. i-FILTER is based on an irreducible MCMC.
Proof. See Airoldi (2003)
Lemma 2 implies that i-FILTER is able to explore the
support of the whole joint posterior distribution of the OD
flows. A proof of this fact is needed since the MCMC uses
a Gibbs sampler with Metropolis steps.

5.

EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Experiment Setup
5.1.1 Data Sets Description
We had two data sets available. Both of them included
validation data.
• Carnegie Mellon traffic: the first data set, which we
used to choose the appropriate model, contained about
12100 origin-destination traffic flows measured every 5
minutes over slightly less than two days at CarnegieMellon university (CMU). We measured an average
traffic of 14GB every 5 minutes.
• AT&T traffic: the second data set, which we used to
test and compare the filtered traffic obtained with different methodologies, contained 16 origin-destination
flows measured every 5 minutes over a one-day period
at AT&T, courtesy of Dr. Jin Cao at Bell Labs.
The analysis of Carnegie Mellon origin-destination traffic
flows supports the hypothesis of a very skewed distribution.
In figure 6 we plotted the logarithms of the observed flows
versus the logarithms of the number of times measurements
of such a size appear (aka. log-log plot), after discarding the
measurements smaller than a standard packet (53 bytes =
424 bytes). The log-log plot indicates a log-Normal distribution may be appropriate. A histogram of the logarithms
of the flows indicated that a logarithmic transformation is
actually too mild to remove all the skewness, and a double logarithmic transformation would be more appropriate.
The AT&T data set is much smaller, and contains traffic
flows generated on a smaller network; they are less skewed
overall, and a logarithmic transformation is enough to yield
a symmetric histogram for the truncated flows.

5.1.2 Performance and Robustness
We used the CMU data set throughout the modeling process, on star network topologies. In order to test both the
performance of i-FILTER and the robustness of its underlying log-Normal model we eventually set the CMU data aside,
and used the AT&T data set as an independent validation
data set.
Recall, as we noted in section §4.3 above, that it is possible
to break down a big filtering problem on a complex network
into a sequence of smaller problems on (disjoint) simple star
networks. Hence in order to test the performance of our
methods, we sampled the non-observable origin-destination
flows from the AT&T data set, and computed the corresponding link loads for the simple star network below, composed by one router and two nodes connected to it. Eventually we reconstructed the origin-destination flows, starting
from the available measurements about the link loads, and
compared the errors of the several methods.

5.2 Results
Combining realistic models and time dependence into iFILTER reduced the error obtained with local likelihood
between 15.0% and 46.5%. We performed experiments to
answer the following questions:
1. Skewed Marginals: what is the impact of skewed model
on the accuracy of the estimates? And what is the best
model for the OD traffic?
2. Time Dependence: what is the impact of explicit time
dependence on the accuracy of the estimates?
3. Informative Priors: what constraints should we impose to solve the ”prejudice” problem? How do they
impact the accuracy of our estimates?
4. Scalability: does our algorithm scale well with the problem size?
We are most interested in assessing the differential impact
on the estimation error of of our novel ideas, as opposed
to the methods present in the literature. We compared the
inferences obtained with different methods by computing
the `2 distance between the true OD flows in the validation
set and the estimates. The best results were obtained with
log-Normal distribution for the flows and Gaussian vague
priors.

Figure 7: Example posterior distributions for the OD flow x(2, 255). The traffic on the X axes is measured in Kbytes,
and the figures show the posterior distribution we obtained with i-FILTER static (left panel) versus the one we obtained
with i-FILTER dynamic (right panel). The solid triangles represent the true hidden OD Flow, whereas the empty
triangles are our point estimates, which correspond to the means of the posterior distributions. Making use of all
the observations { y(1), ..., y(255) } in computing the posterior distribution in the right panel reduced its variability —
notice the different ranges — thus improving the inferences.

Figure 8: The bars represent the average estimation error in a validation set. Specifically we plot the `2 distance
between the true OD flows and the corresponding estimates obtained with the local likelihood approach and i-FILTER
in its various flavors. i-FILTER based on the Bayesian dynamical system is a clear winner! In both panels we include
the estimates obtained with our Gaussian linear SSM. Left: error bars corresponding to i-FILTER based on Gamma
models. Right: error bars corresponding to i-FILTER based on log-Normal models.

5.2.1 Effect of Skewed Marginals
To isolate the effect of realistic distributions for the OD
flows, we compared the estimates obtained with i-FILTER
where no time dependence was assumed, for Gamma and
log-Normal models, and a variety of non-conjugate priors
(Uniform, Gaussian, Gamma,l log-Normal) and different parametrizations, with the estimates obtained by local likelihood. Introducing realistic model reduced the error between
25.4% and 40.8%.

5.2.2 Effect of Time Dependence
To isolate the effect of explicit time dependence, we compared the estimates we obtained with the gaussian linear
SSM in Airoldi (2003) that uses independent AR(1) processes for the OD flows, with the estimates obtained with
local likelihood. Introducing time dependence reduced the
error by 15.5% on average; the reduction ranged between
8.5% and 31.0%.

5.2.3 Informative Priors
Using i-FILTER static in 60% of the time points uninformative priors yield flat or multi-modal posteriors, whereas
in the remaining 40% of the time points flat priors yield wide
uni-modal posteriors. The main effect of the data at y(t) on
the posterior P (x(t)|y(t)) is on its range; impossible configurations receive zero posterior probability. Informative
priors with wide variance all yield uni-modal distributions.
i-FILTER dynamic with informative priors has the advantage of requiring fewer particles than the version based on
flat priors; knowing where to sample may introduce bias,
but the thick tails of the log-Normal distribution of both
x(t)|λ(t), φ(t) and λ(t)|θ1 (t), θ2 (t) mitigate the problem,
and i-FILTER captures several of the hidden spikes.

5.2.4 Scalability
i-FILTER reconstructs the OD flows with one single pass
over the data; the first stage of the procedure and the calibration of the priors are also linear in the problem size, as we

compute the posterior distributions using the gaussian linear SSM on a large sliding windows, for example. Figure 9
below shows that in less than one hour i-FILTER calibrates
the informative priors and recovers the flows corresponding
to one-day worth of data for the small network in figure 2,
on a Powerbook G4 1.25Ghz.
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Figure 9: i-FILTER scales linearly with the problem
size (number of time ticks).

6.

DISCUSSION

In this paper we propose i-FILTER, a two-stage procedure which finds its natural place in a non-parametric empirical Bayes framework. i-FILTER reduced the estimation
error, when compared to state-of-the-art methods in realistic scenarios, between 15% and 46.5% in all cases. Such
improvements are mainly due to three factors:
1. realistic log-Normal distributions for the OD flows,
2. dynamical systems as a natural way to deal with data
with a temporal dimension,
3. informative priors,
Further, i-FILTER scales linearly with the size of the problem. Briefly, we recover a smooth version of the OD flows,
we calibrate informative priors for some crucial parameters,
and eventually we use a dynamical Bayesian system to refine
the estimates and capture bursty traffic. This methodology
allows us to combines the three simple ideas above: a realistic model for the data, the use of a filtering scheme which
takes advantage of time, probabilistic constraints to overcome the under-determinacy of the problem.
In the first stage we use the Gaussian linear SMM proposed in Airoldi (2003), and we calibrate informative priors
for λ(t) using these estimates. These priors incorporate information about the magnitude and the dynamical behavior of the first stage smooth estimates, and softly constrain
the location of the average processes {λ(t), t ≥ 1}. Other
methods proposed in the literature make use of preliminary
estimates, but they only retain the information about the
magnitude of the OD flows given by the such estimates in
the refining stage — see for example Zhang et al. (2003)
who use shrinkage to improve the solutions given by a gravity model. In our method, the fact that we retain also the
information about the local dynamical behavior yields a significant jump in the final accuracy. Another channel through
which informative priors help achieve a better accuracy is
by reducing the bias entailed by multiple modes in the posterior distributions. Making the posteriors more uni-modal
improves the precision of the point estimates of the OD flows

(the posterior means) as we show in figure 10 below. Informative priors do drive the inferences about the OD flows
towards the preliminary guesses, however the two layers of
our model and the use of soft probabilistic constraints entail
enough flexibility to capture several of the spikes in many
cases, for an example see figure 12 below. Further our firststage estimates are safely based on a model which entails
a one-to-one relationship between OD flows and measurements, as it includes the model by Cao et al. (2000) as a
special case.
In the second stage the primary object of interest become
the sequence of posterior distributions P ( x(t) | y(1), ..., y(t) ).
ˆ = E( x(t) | y(1), ..., y(t) ) as point
We use their means x(t)
estimates for the OD flows at time t. The Bayesian dynamical system brings further improvements, as we show
in figure 7 above, due to the fact that we make use of all
the observations up to time t in computing the posterior
distributions P ( x(t) | y(1), ..., y(t) ); conditioning on more
observations yields a narrower variability. Local methods
use fewer observations in a short window around t, instead.
The improvement i-FILTER achieves goes beyond the contribution of state-of-the-art methods even when combined
with recent resampling schemes which improve any given
set of estimates.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we describe i-FILTER, a two-stage estimation method that combines three simple ideas:
1. log-Normal models to account for skewed, and bursty
unobservable OD traffic flows,
2. a novel Bayesian dynamical systems to take advantage
of the time dependence of the data and narrow the
variability of the estimates,
3. informative priors as soft constraints to overcome the
under-determinacy of the problem.
We offer a simple heuristic to understand our modeling
choices; first-stage estimates capture smooth average processes, second-stage estimates capture the spikes. We tested
our methodology on star topologies using real traffic measured at Carnegie Mellon (12100 OD flows) and AT&T (16
flows) and reduced by 15% to 46.5% the estimation error
obtained with state-of-the-art methods, in all cases. Finally
we provided some insight in how to calibrate informative
priors in Bayesian systems, where no clear guidance about
the dynamic of the hidden OD flows is available. In the
future we plan to explore whether periodic traffic patterns
may also be discovered successfully.
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